
D I R EC T O RY 
SPRING 2024 EXPERIENCE LIFE AROUND OUR CITY



AN EXQUISITE 
CULINARY 
EXPERIENCE
Restaurants in Cap Cana run the gamut
from Relais & Châteaux chefs to casual
dining, from trendy cocktails to selected
wines, from delicious international food
to dominican style dishes. Some of these
one-of-a-kind dining experiences are
located within hotels though available
for anyone to dine in. Please note some
allow walk-ins, while others require a
reservation. The best part is they cater
too! You can enjoy cuisines from all the
world at your next soirée, order takeout
through the Foodelise app when you
feel like staying in.
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BUTFIRST,LET́ SBRUNCH!
We’ve got some go-to spots for brunch
and mimosas. If you’re looking for an
everyday place to casually meet up and
enjoy a variety of delicious dishes, maybe
some soul food or something more on
the pastry side of brunch. Come and
explore the tasty treats that our city has
to offer.

Sanctuary Town

ALL TIME FAVORITE DISH
When in doubt: PIZZA. You can never go
wrong with bread, sauce, and cheese.
Impromptu sleepover? Pizza! Weekend
pool party? Pizza! Pizza is as versatile
as you make it; as extravagant or
sophisticated as you wish. Enjoy it with
an ice cold beer, or your kid’s favorite,
an extra bubbly coke. There are as many
options to enjoy pizza in Cap Cana as
ingredients you can add to this dish.

Gastro Social at Fishing Lodge

Uncover and relish the culinary 
delights housed within the 
restaurants of these exclusive hotels:
~ Hyatt Zilara Cap Cana
~ Hyatt Ziva Cap Cana
~ Margaritaville Island Reserve Resort 

Cap Cana
~ Sanctuary Cap Cana
~ Secrets Cap Cana
~ Sport Illustrated Resort Marina & Villas 

Cap Cana
~ TRS Cap Cana Waterfront and Marina 

Hotel
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LUNCHTO PERFECTION
Whoever invented the sandwich is a
true genius. What’s better than cold
cuts and cheese between two slices
of fresh bake bread? If you ever need
a fix for one, you can find charming
delis and cafes that serve them to
perfection.

ORIENTALFUSION
Is there a purer form of art than that of a
perfectly plated meal? When it comes
to food, Cap Cana knows. It’s time to
discover the delightful locations that
offer japanese cuisine with umami in
every bite. From traditional to nikkei,
our sushi spots will leave you more
than satisfied.

Barbudo at Fishing Lodge

A TASTEOFDOMINICANFLAVORS
Embark on a culinary journey through the heart of the Dominican Republic.
Indulge in mouthwatering dishes like red beans and rice, mangu or delightful
seafood. Local eateries offer a taste of our culture, inviting you to savor
every bite.

La Palapa by Eden Roc
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Burger Factory at Sanctuary Town

Maralía at Marina Cap Cana

COCKTAILS&NIGHTLIFE
Immerse yourself in the vibrant tapestry
of our diverse bar scene, where mixolo-
gists craft liquid masterpieces, food trucks
serve up delectable pairings, live music
perfumes in the ambience and the excite-
ment of the casino beckons. You can head
over to one of our locations to make sure
your night is all you can talk about the
next morning.

Casa Remedio at Fishing Lodge

FROMTHEGRILL
Hear the sizzle and watch the smoke come
off of your plate; that’s the kind of action
you’re looking for in your grilled meats.
Luckily, there are plenty of restaurants
that offer the best cuts in town.
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Dive into a world where the ocean is not just a backdrop, but a dining companion that
adds a touch of magic to every bite. Our beach spots merge the beauty of the sea with
the artistry of their chefs, creating an experience that goes beyond mere sustenance.
Whether you’re a seafood aficionado or simply crave the serenity of dining by the shore,
our seaside restaurants promise to elevate your culinary escapades to new heights.
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Sweet House at Sanctuary Town

Foodelise

FROSTYDELIGHTS
Sometimes the Caribbean heat can be
overwhelming. Other than having your
sunscreen handy, you could always cool
down with a nice scoop of ice cream or
gelato. Prepare to sit down for your
afternoon dose of glacial desserts.

MARINANORTE
Bohemian (829) 764-2282
Barbudo (809) 543-2697
Casa Remedio (809) 282-2220
Casino Dominic (829) 755-4945
Dolce Italia (829) 801-4367
Gastro Social (809) 282-2220

MARINA SUR
Api Beach House reserva@apibeach.com
Maralía (809) 469-7097
Soprano (829) 826-5884
Valentino (829) 599-1133

ELLAGOA\UL
Loch Truck (809) 399-8848

JUANILLO
Juanillo Beach and Grill (829) 836-9783

SANCTUARYTOWN
Burguer Factory (809) 562-9191
El Rincón de Paco (809) 562-9191
Mammá s Forno (809) 562-9191
Sushi Town (809) 562-9191
Sweet House (809) 562-9191

HYAП \IVA
The Blind Butcher (809) 469-7090

GREENVILLAGEPLA\A
Bistro at Cash and Carry (849) 455-4580 
Marie Bakery & Café (849) 451-6120

(809) 469-7469
(809) 469-7767
(809) 545-1122

PUNTAESPADA
Hoyo 19
Punta Espada Restaurant 
Snack&Bar

LOSESTABLOS
Cavalier Grill (809) 390-3823

EDENROCBEACHCLUB
Blue Grill 
La Palapa
Mediterraneo

(809) 562-9191
(809) 469-7593
(809) 469-7469

CENTRO COMERCIAL LASCANAS
Brönch (829) 648-6044
Ostería Giorgetta (809) 299-9907
Marie Bakery & Café (849) 451-6120
Los Manaos (829) 418-7219

DELIVERY
Foodelise (829) 357-1355

FOODELISE
So you’re not in the mood to go out?
Orden in! Order your meals from classic
spots all available on a quick and easy to
use app from Foodelise.

See full restaurant menus, pictures,
prices, and your total without having to
wait for a response. Food delivered to
your home with a click of a button by
downloading the Foodelise app.

RESERVAYA!
Waiting for a table is in the past. Book
your table at many of our restaurants 
through reservaya.com.do
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LASCANASMINIMARKET
The overall spot for all you could need. This
minimarkethas it all. Ice available.
T.: (809) 469-7591

CASHAND CARRY
This gourmetmarket offers the bestmeats
around the town. Not to mention their
charcuterie, bread, and wine selection.
You can even have a sit down at their little
bistro. Ice available.
T.: (849) 455-4580

MARIEBAKERY
When that sweet tooth kicks in,Marie Bakery
knows how to kill a craving. From pastries to
coffee, salty and sweets, stop by this shop
for freshlybaked goods any day.
T.: (849) 451-6120

LIQUORMARINA
From hard liquor to divine spirits, this shop
has every nook and cranny you’ll need for
your favorite bougie cocktail. Ice available.
T.: (809) 469-7666

OCEAN’SDELIMARKET
From sea to table, this is the place to shop
for the freshest catch brought daily by local
fishermen.
T.: (809) 462-3798

LATRIBUTAÍNA
Eco-store featuring organic produce and
products like sunscreen, tinctures, and balms.
You can even refill these items in your own
bottles to reduce single-use plastics!
T.: (809) 467-7253

Cash and Carry at Green Village Plaza

Marie Bakery

La Tribu Taína at Green Village Plaza

GROCERIES
THEY ALL OFFER DELIVERY
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Juanillo Beach

Api Beach

TIMEFORA SPLASH
Cap Cana is known for its white powder sands and turquoise waters, where all your
worries seem to drift away with the first splash. These are the top places to experience
a beautiful day of sun and swim in our Destination City.
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JUANILLOBEACH
Miles of pristine white sand beaches
enveloped in palm trees where the sun
is always shining. This beach is a must
visit when in Cap Cana.

API BEACH
Known for its pier that stretches into the
ocean, this spot holds one of the most 
exquisite views in town.

LAGOA\UL
Calm waters for days will entice you to
jump right into our lake surrounded by
green bush. You can kayak, paddleboard
or simply hop on a floater at this sunny
location.

Juanillo Beach

Cenotes at Scape Park

Eden Roc Beach Club

Lago Azul
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CENOTES
Scape Park natural cenotes will amaze
you with their deeply turquoise waters
and astonishing structure they are worth
a visit.

EDENROCBEACHCLUB
This crystal watered cove is exactly
what the doctor prescribed. Uniquely
nestled within huge rocks, this blue flag
certified beach is as exclusive as it gets.
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ADVENTURE 
AWAITS
Not a day will go by in Cap Cana
without a little adventure in your
life. From biking, to ziplining, to
exploring caves and forest, your
days will surely be full of excitement.

El Dorado Water Park

ELDORADO 
WATER PARK
Nestled amidst our city’s borders, this
aquatic haven is coming soon and it’s
equipped with its own amphitheater:
The Legend Arena now open! It’s more
than just a splash zone; it’s a symphony
of thrills and serenity set against the
backdrop of our vibrant destination city.
El Dorado Water Park 809-469-7599

Zip Line Eco Splash at Scape Park
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Bike Paths

Cliff Hangers at Scape Park

Iguabonita Cave at Scape Park

SCAPE PARK, A WORLD 
OF SENSATIONS
It’s way too easy to get wrapped into your
daily routine where time just sucks you
in. Swap out that old routine and change
it up a bit with a little off-road buggy,
ziplining on a cliff exploring ancient
caverns, swimming in underground
caves, jumping from water zip lines and
riding in our splash hammocks, or the new
attractions rope runners and cliffhangers!
You can even charter a catamaran to
sail our turquoise coastline. There’s
nothing like a pure shot of adrenaline
to jump start your day, and give your
life that new sense of being. Plus, stay
tuned for Scape Park’s newest attraction
coming soon: Super-Man Ride where
you’ll zipline at 75 km/h at 235 ft high.
Scape Park (809) 469-7484 A
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ON TWO WHEELS
There’s no better workout than cycling
uphill between the emerald bushes of
Cap Cana. You can make way from
Marina Cap Cana all the way to the
Farallón roundabout and really break a
sweat. If you want to start small, just hop
on your bike and travel through the easy
trails around any of our neighborhoods.
No bike? Rent or buy one at Sun Ride
Bikes located at Green Village Plaza.
The possibilities are endless.
Sun Ride Bikes (829) 761-9739
Terra Bike (829) 520-1000

STROLL WITH FREEDOM
If you like going on long walks surrounded
by nature, then you’ll love the hiking
trail we’ve got, named Senderos de los
Lagos, the entrance it’s located in Lago
Azul. Enveloped in green bush, this trail is
best walked during sunrise and sunset as
to enjoy the breeze that passes through.
You can also enjoy a walk along our cart
paths that stretch all across our city,
and are accessible from pretty much
everywhere.
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